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We calculate the temperature dependence of the fluorescence Stokes shift and the fluorescence decay
time in linear Frenkel exciton systems resulting from the thermal redistribution of exciton
population over the band states. The following factors, relevant to common experimental conditions,
are accounted for in our kinetic model:~weak! localization of the exciton states by static disorder,
coupling of the localized excitons to vibrations in the host medium, a possible nonequilibrium of the
subsystem of localized Frenkel excitons on the time scale of the emission process, and different
excitation conditions~resonant or nonresonant!. A Pauli master equation, with microscopically
calculated transition rates, is used to describe the redistribution of the exciton population over the
manifold of localized exciton states. We find a counterintuitive nonmonotonic temperature
dependence of the Stokes shift. In addition, we show that depending on experimental conditions, the
observed fluorescence decay time may be determined by vibration-induced intraband relaxation,
rather than radiative relaxation to the ground state. The model considered has relevance to a wide
variety of materials, such as linear molecular aggregates, conjugated polymers, and polysilanes.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1643720#

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of excitons in chainlike systems, like
conjugated polymers,1 polysilanes,2 and molecular J
aggregates,3,4 have attracted much attention over recent de-
cades. The dynamics in these systems result from the com-
plicated interplay between various processes, in particular
from relaxation to the ground state~population relaxation!,
from migration of the exciton to sites with different excita-
tion energy~population redistribution!, and from relaxation
caused by nuclear displacements~exciton self-trapping!.
Population relaxation is distinguished in radiative and non-
radiative channels. With regards to migration, two limiting
situations are usually considered. The first one is the case of
incoherent energy transfer~Förster transfer!, which takes
place between strongly localized excitations on the chain.
This is also referred to as hopping transfer in a disordered
site energy distribution. In the other limit, one deals with
weakly localized exciton states, which may extend over
many repeat units of the chain. Transitions between such
bandlike exciton states are possible due to their scattering on
lattice vibrations and are often referred to as intraband relax-
ation.

The net effect of the above processes may be probed by

various optical techniques, of which steady state and time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy are the most frequently
used ones. Common quantities extracted from such experi-
ments are the decay time of the total fluorescence intensity
following pulsed excitation and the steady state as well as
the dynamic Stokes shift. As most of the dynamic processes
mentioned above are influenced by temperature in a different
way, one often also probes the temperature dependence of
the fluorescence.

The temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay
time has drawn particular attention in the case of molecularJ
aggregates of polymethine dyes. In these systems, the Fren-
kel exciton states are delocalized over tens of molecules
~weakly localized excitons!. The coherent nature of the exci-
tation extended over many molecules leads to states with
giant oscillator strengths, which scale like the number of
molecules over which the exciton state is delocalized. These
so-called superradiant states lie near the bottom of the bare
exciton band, and, especially at low temperatures, lead to
ultrafast spontaneous emission~tens to hundreds of
picoseconds!.5–14 Upon increasing the temperature, these
systems typically exhibit an increase of the fluorescence life-
time, which is a trend that is highly unusual for single-
molecule excitations and is intimately related to the extended
nature of the exciton states. This temperature dependencea!Electronic mail: knoester@phys.rug.nl
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was first observed for theJ aggregates of pseudoisocyanine
~PIC!,5,7,8,10 and later confirmed for other types ofJ aggre-
gates, in particular, 5,58,6,68-tetrachloro-1,18-diethyl-3,38-di
~4-sulfobutyl!-benzimidazolocarbocyanine ~TDBC!,11

1,18-diethyl-3,38-bis~sulfopropyl!-5,58,6,68-tetrachlorobenzi-
midacarbocyanine ~BIC!,12 and 3,38-bis~sulfopropyl!-
5,58-dichloro-9-ethylthiacarbocyanine~THIATS!.14,15 The
slowing down of the aggregate radiative dynamics is usually
attributed to the thermal population of the higher-energy ex-
citon states, which inJ aggregates have oscillator strengths
small compared to those of the superradiant exciton states.7,8

In spite of the basic understanding that the redistribution of
the initial exciton population over the band states plays a
crucial role in this problem, the theoretical efforts to describe
this redistribution and to fit all details of this behavior have
not been fully successful so far9,13,16–18 ~see Ref. 19!. In
particular, as we have found from our previous study on
homogeneous model aggregates,19 the initial excitation con-
ditions seem to play a crucial role in the interpretation of the
measured fluorescence lifetime: under certain conditions this
lifetime probes the intraband relaxation time scale, rather
than the superradiant emission time.

The Stokes shift of the fluorescence spectrum in linear
exciton systems has been considered previously by various
authors; studies of its temperature dependence are rare. One
of the first studies concerned the Stokes shift in polysilanes
at liquid-helium temperatures, which was modeled in a phe-
nomenological way by assuming that intraband relaxation is
determined by one energy-independent relaxation rate in
combination with the number of available lower-energy ex-
citon states in a disordered chain.2 Relaxation by migration
to the lowest-exciton state available on a linear chain also
forms the main ingredient of the theoretical study of
Chernyaket al.20 on the relation between the fluorescence
line shape and the superradiant emission rate deep in the red
wing of the density of states of disorderedJ aggregates at
cryogenic temperatures. Forp-conjugated polymers the
time-dependent shift of the luminescence spectrum~dynamic
Stokes shift! has been modeled by assuming excitons local-
ized on a few repeat units, which migrate spatially as well as
energetically through Fo¨rster transfer.21–23 It was concluded
that the Stokes shift in these systems cannot be explained
from nuclear displacements, as would be the case for single
molecules, and that the migration process plays a crucial
role.21 Also for J aggregates, with strongly delocalized exci-
ton states, the belief is that the Stokes shift induced by
nuclear displacements is small, in fact much smaller than the
Stokes shift of their single-molecule constituents. The expla-
nation lies in the fact that for a delocalized excitation the
weight of the excitation on each molecule of the chain is
small, which leads to a small nuclear displacement on each
molecule. The measured Stokes shift differs for various types
of J aggregates, for instance for PIC a shift can hardly be
detected,6 while for TDBC,11 BIC,12 and THIATS15 a clear
shift can be observed. As far as we are aware, the tempera-
ture dependence of the Stokes shift was only measured for
THIATS aggregates.15 It shows an interesting nonmonotonic
behavior, analogous to the one found in disordered narrow
quantum wells,24 where it finds its origin in thermally acti-

vated escape from local minima in the random potential.
The goal of this article is to model the temperature de-

pendence of the dynamics of weakly localized excitons in
linear chains and to establish the effect on the fluorescence
lifetime and Stokes shift. We will be mostly interested in
temperatures up to about 100 K, where scattering on acoustic
phonons is the dominant scattering mechanism. This article
is an extension of our previous work, where we studied the
temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime and re-
stricted ourselves to ideal~homogeneous! Frenkel chains.19

Here, we consider a more detailed model, which includes
on-site~diagonal! disorder. It is well-known that this model
provides a good basis for understanding the complex~linear
and nonlinear! optical dynamics inJ aggregates.7,8,25–29We
will take into account the following factors that seem to be
essential under common experimental conditions:~i! local-
ization of the exciton states by the site disorder,~ii ! coupling
of the localized excitons to the host vibrations~not only to
the vibrations of the aggregate itself as was done in Refs. 13
and 16!, ~iii ! a possible nonequilibrium of the subsystem of
localized Frenkel excitons on the time scale of the emission
process, and~iv! the nature of the excitation conditions
~resonant versus nonresonant!. We use a Pauli master equa-
tion to describe the evolution of the populations of the local-
ized exciton states and the intraband redistribution of popu-
lation after the initial excitation. Previously, such a master
equation was also used to model the exciton dynamics in
disordered quantum wells24 and polysilane films.30 As ob-
servables, we focus on the Stokes shift of the fluorescence
spectrum and the decay times of the total as well as the
energy dependent fluorescence intensity.

The outline of this article is as follows: In Sec. II, we
present the model Hamiltonian of Frenkel excitons with di-
agonal disorder, the main effect of which is localization of
the exciton states on finite segments of the aggregate. We
briefly reiterate the basic facts concerning the structure of the
exciton eigenenergies and eigenfunctions close to the band
bottom, which is the spectral range that mainly determines
the exciton optical response and dynamics. The Pauli master
equation that describes the transfer of populations between
the various exciton eigenstates, is introduced in Sec. III. The
numerical solution of this equation under various conditions
is obtained and used in Sec. IV to study the steady-state
fluorescence spectra and the temperature dependence of the
Stokes shift and in Sec. V to study the temperature dependent
fluorescence lifetime. The results are also discussed in terms
of back-of-the envelope estimates based on the low-energy
exciton structure. Finally, we summarize and conclude in
Sec. VI.

II. DISORDERED FRENKEL EXCITON MODEL

We consider a generic one-dimensional Frenkel exciton
model, consisting of a regular chain ofN optically active
sites, which are modeled as two-level systems with parallel
transition dipoles. The corresponding Hamiltonian reads

H5 (
n51

N

enun&^nu1(
n,m

N

Jnmun&^mu, ~1!
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where un& denotes the state in which thenth site is excited
and all the other sites are in the ground state. The excita-
tionenergy of siten is denoteden . We will account for en-
ergetic disorder by assuming that eachen is taken randomly,
and uncorrelated from the other site energies, from a Gauss-
ian distribution with meane0 and standard deviations.
Hereafter,e0 is set to zero. The hopping integralsJnm are
considered to be nonrandom, and are assumed to be of dipo-
lar origin: Jnm52J/un2mu3 (Jnn[0). Here, the parameter
J represents the nearest-neighbor coupling, which is positive
for the systems of our interest, namely those that have the
optically dominant states at the bottom of the exciton band.
MolecularJ aggregates are prototype examples of such sys-
tems. Diagonalizing theN3N matrix Hnm5^nuHum& yields
the exciton eigenenergies and wave functions. In particular,
the nth eigenvalueEn ~with n51,...,N) is the energy of the
exciton stateun&5Sn51

N wnnun&, wherewnn is the nth com-
ponent of thenth eigenvector.

As has been shown in Ref. 31, in the absence of disorder
~s50, the case of a homogeneous chain! the eigenvectors in
the presence of long-range dipolar interactions with an accu-
racy of the order ofN21 agree with those for the case of
nearest-neighbor hopping:

uk&5S 2

N11D 1/2

(
n51

N

sin~Kn!un&, ~2!

where we introduced the wave numberK5pk/(N11) and
k51,...,N is used as quantum label for this homogeneous
case. These states are extended~delocalized! over the entire
chain. It turns out that the statek51 is the lowest~bottom!
state of the exciton band. Close the bottom (k!N, i.e., K
!1) and in the limit of largeN, the exciton dispersion rela-
tion reads31

Ek522.404 J1JS 3

2
2 ln K DK2. ~3!

Furthermore, assuming that the chain is short compared to an
optical wavelength, the oscillator strengths of the statesuk&
close to the bottom of the band are given by

Fk5
2

N11 S (
n51

N

sinKnD 2

5
12~21!k

N11

4

K2
, ~4!

where, the oscillator strength of a single molecule is set to
unity. According to Eq.~4!, the lowest statek51 ~with the
energyE1522.404J) accumulates almost the entire oscilla-
tor strength,F150.81(N11). Its radiative rate thus given is
g15g0F150.81g0(N11), i.e., roughlyN times larger than
the radiative rateg0 of a monomer.32 Thek51 state is there-
fore referred to as the superradiant state. The oscillator
strengths of the other odd states (k53,5,...) are much
smaller,Fk5F1 /k2, while the even states (k52,4,...) carry
no oscillator strength at all,Fk50. As a consequence, the
exciton absorption band occurs at the bottom of the exciton
band, redshifted with respect to the monomer absorption
band. This is characteristic forJ aggregates.

In the presence of disorder~sÞ0!, the exciton wave
functions become localized on segments that are smaller than
the chain lengthN. One of the important consequences of

this localization is the appearance of states below the bare
exciton band bottomE1522.404J; these states form a tail
of the density of states and in fact carry most of the oscillator
strength. As a consequence, the linear absorption spectrum of
the exciton system is spectrally located at this tail. All these
properties are illustrated in Fig. 1, where the density of
states,r(E), the absorption spectrum,A(E), and the oscil-
lator strength per state,F(E)5A(E)/r(E), are depicted for
three values of the disorder strength:s50.1J, 0.3J, and 0.5J.
These quantities have been calculated in the standard way
using numerical simulations and the definitions

FIG. 1. ~a! Density of statesr(E), ~b! oscillator strength per stateF(E),
and~c! absorption spectrumA(E) calculated for different disorder strengths:
s50.1J ~solid!, s50.3J ~dashed!, ands50.5J ~dotted!. The disorder results
in a tail of states below the bare exciton band edgeE1522.404J, which is
more pronounced for larger degree of disorder. Each spectrum for the oscil-
lator strength per state has a well defined maximum and shows that the
states in the tail carry most of the oscillator strength. This spectrum also
tends to widen upon increasings/J. The absorption spectra simply reflect
the fact thatA(E)5r(E)F(E).
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r~E!5
1

N K (
n51

N

d~E2En!L , ~5a!

A~E!5
1

N K (
n51

N S (
n51

N

wnnD 2

d~E2En!L , ~5b!

where the angular brackets denote the average over the dis-
order realizations. The statistics was improved using the
smoothening technique developed in Ref. 33.

Despite the fact that the tail of the density of states does
not show any spectral structure, it has been shown that the
exciton wave functions and energy levels in this spectral re-
gion do exhibit a specific~local! structure.17,31,34–36 This
structure is revealed by plotting the wave functions obtained
for a particular realization of the disorder~see Fig. 2 for the
case ofs50.1J!. The tail states~filled in black! have an
appreciable amplitude only on localized segments of a typi-
cal sizeN* ~localization length; in the current exampleN*

'50). Some of them have no nodes within the localization
segments~statesa– f and h in Fig. 2!. Such states can be
interpreted as local excitonic ground states. They carry large
oscillator strengths, approximatelyN* times larger than that
of a monomer, and thus mainly contribute to the excitonic
absorption and emission. The typical spontaneous emission
rate of these states isg1* 'g0N* .

Some of the local ground states have partners localized
on the same segment; examples are the doublets of states
(b,i ) and (f , j ) in Fig. 2. These partner states have a well
defined node within the localization segment and can be as-
signed to the first~local! excited state of the segment. Their
oscillator strengths are typically several times smaller than
those of the local ground states. Sometimes, but less fre-
quently, a local manifold contains three states, such as the
triplet (a,g,k), with the third state being similar to the sec-
ond excited state of the segment and having an oscillator
strength small compared to that of the local ground state as
well. The rest of the local ground states~see the statesc, d, e,
andh! do not have well defined partners, because the latter
~higher in energy! are extended over a few~adjacent! N* -site
segments~the statesl, m, n, ando!. The oscillator strengths
of these high-energy state are also small compared to those
of the local ground states. Such states form mixed manifolds.

The mean energy spacing between the levels of a seg-
ment represents the natural energy scale in the tail of the
density of states. The local spectral structure corresponding
to this spacing, however, turns out to be hidden in the total
density of states, because the mean absolute energy differ-
ence between the local ground states of different segments is
approximately 1.5 times as large as the energy spacing be-
tween states within a single segment.35 In spite of the fact
that this local structure is not visible in the density of states
and the absorption spectrum, it is clear that it plays a crucial
role in the low-temperature dynamics of the excitons, be-
cause the dynamics is governed by the local structure of
wave functions and spectral distribution.

As observed in Fig. 2, above the states that extend over
a few adjacent segments, states occur that are extended over
many segments; they hardly carry any oscillator strength at
all. In spite of this, these states play an important role in the
problem of the temperature dependence of the exciton fluo-
rescence decay time. Increasing the temperature, leads to
their thermal population, which in turn leads to slowing
down the fluorescence decay.

To end this section, we stress that the segment sizeN*
has the meaning of a typical number and in practice under-
goes large fluctuations.35 First, the actual localization length
of exciton states, as may for instance be assessed from the
participation ratio, is energy dependent; it becomes smaller
towards lower energy and even over the narrow region of the
absorption band, this difference may be sizable.37,38 Second,
even when we focus on a narrow region within the absorp-
tion band, the stochastic nature of the disordered system
gives rise to large fluctuations in the localization size of the
exciton wave functions. For the optical dynamics, it is im-
portant that these fluctuations are also reflected in fluctua-
tions of the oscillator strength of the exciton states. To illus-
trate this, we plot in Fig. 3~a! the simulated distribution of

FIG. 2. Exciton wave functionswnn and energy levelsEn in the vicinity of
the bottom of the exciton band for a particular realization of the disorder at
s50.1J. The states are obtained by numerically diagonalizing the exciton
HamiltonianHnm for a chain of 500 sites. The baseline of each state repre-
sents its energy in units ofJ. The wave function amplitudes are in arbitrary
units. It is seen that the lower states~filled in black! are localized on seg-
ments of the chain with a typical size small compared to the chain length.
Some of these localized states can be grouped into local manifolds of two or
sometimes three states that overlap well with each other and overlap much
weaker with the states of other manifolds@see the doublets of states (b,i )
and (f , j ), and the triplet (a,g,k)]. The higher states~filled in gray! are
more extended and cover several segments at which the lower states are
localized.
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the oscillator strength per state in an energy interval of width
dE50.01J centered at the energy where the average oscilla-
tor strength per state has its maximum@Fig. 1~b!#. In Fig.
3~b!, this is repeated with the narrow interval centered at the
energy where the absorption spectrum has its maximum@Fig.
1~c!#. The solid lines give the distributions fors50.1J, while
the dashed lines correspond tos50.5J. The oscillator
strength is given in units of its mean valueFmeanwithin the
energy interval under consideration and at the disorder value
considered@for s50.1J (0.5J), Fmean548 (13) at the ab-
sorption peak andFmean557 (15) at the peak of the oscillator
strength per state#. We make the following observations:~i!
the distributions have a width that is comparable to their
mean, confirming the large fluctuations in segment size and
extent and shape of the wave functions.~ii ! In both narrow
energy intervals, states are found with hardly any oscillator
strength, which indicates that at both energies states occur
with nodes. From the distributions it appears that such states
with nodes are more abundant at the center of the absorption
band~i.e., towards higher energy!, which is consistent with
the above explained local structure. We have confirmed this
by doing a statistical analysis of the node structure of the
wave function, using the value ofu(nwnnuwnnuu ~cf. the cri-
terion for the node structure developed in Ref. 35!. ~iii ! In-
terestingly, the distributions plotted on the scale ofFmean

appear to be invariant under changing the disorder strength.
This is consistent with an invariance of the local structure of
the exciton energies and wave functions near the lower band
edge.

III. INTRABAND RELAXATION MODEL

To describe the dynamics of the exciton eigenstatesun&
of the Hamiltonian with site disorder, we will account for the
effect of spontaneous emission and the scattering of excitons
on lattice vibrations. We will describe this combined dynam-
ics on the level of a Pauli master equation for the populations
Pn(t) of the exciton states

Ṗn52gnPn1 (
m51

N

~WnmPm2WmnPn!, ~6!

where the dot denotes the time derivative,gn

5g0((n51
N wnn)25g0Fn is the spontaneous emission rate of

the exciton stateun& ~with Fn the dimensionless oscillator
strength!, and Wnm is the transition rate from the localized
exciton stateum& to the stateun&. This transition rate is crucial
in the description of the redistribution of the exciton popula-
tion over the localized exciton states. The model forWnm is
based on certain assumptions about the coupling between the
excitons and the lattice vibrations. In Refs. 13 and 16, only
the coupling between the excitons and the vibrations of the
linear chain itself was taken into account. In reality, however,
the exciton chains that we are interested in, such as linear
aggregates, are not isolated, but are embedded in a host me-
dium, so that the excitons are coupled to the host vibrations
as well. The density of states of the latter is large compared
to that of the vibrations of the chain itself. For this reason, it
is natural to assume that it is the coupling of the excitons to
the host vibrations that determines the exciton intraband re-
laxation in the linear chain.

In this article, we adopt the glassy model forWnm which
we have introduced in our previous publication dealing with
homogeneous molecular aggreates.19 This model assumes a
weak linear on-site coupling of the excitons to acoustic
phonons of the host medium and ignores correlations in the
displacements of the different sites on the chain. Within this
model, the transition rates are given by~see for details Ref.
19!

Wnm5W0S~En2Em! (
n51

N

wnn
2 wmn

2

3H n~En2Em!, En.Em ,

11n~Em2En!, En,Em .

Here, the constantW0 is a parameter that characterizes the
overall strength of the phonon-assisted exciton scattering
rates. Its microscopic definition involves the nearest-
neighbor excitation transfer interactionJ, the velocity of
sound in the host medium, and the mass of the sites in the
exciton chain.19 In this article, we will considerW0 as one
composite parameter, which may be varied to account for
different host and~or! exciton systems. The spectral factor
S(En2Em) describes that part of theuEn2Emu dependence
of Wnm which derives from the exciton–phonon coupling
and the density of phonon states. The sum over sites in Eq.
~7! represents the overlap integral of exciton probabilities for
the statesum& and un&. Finally, n(V)5@exp(V/T)21#21 is the
mean occupation number of a phonon state with energyV
~the Boltzmann constant is set to unity!. Due to the presence

FIG. 3. Distributions showing the statistics of the dimensionless oscillator
strength per state,Fn5((n51

N wnn)2, collected in two narrow energy inter-
vals of widthdE50.01J. For the left panel this energy interval was chosen
to be centered at the maximum of the spectrum of the oscillator strength per
state@see Fig. 1~b!#, while for the right panel this interval was centered at
the maximum of the absorption band. In each panel, solid~dashed! lines
correspond tos50.1J ~s50.5J!. For each disorder strength, the distribu-
tions were collected using 5000 random realizations of the disorder on linear
chains ofN5500 sites. To stress the invariant nature of the distributions, the
oscillator strengths have been rescaled by the average valueFmeanof Fn in
the interval and for the disorder strength under consideration. It is clearly
seen that the width of each of the distributions is of the order of its mean.
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of the factorsn(V) and 11n(V), the transition rates meet
the principle of detailed balance:Wnm5Wmn exp@(Em

2En)/T#. Thus, in the absence of radiative decay (gn50),
the eventual~equilibrium! exciton distribution is the Boltz-
mann distribution.

Within the Debye model for the density of phonon states,
the spectral factor is given by19 S(En2Em)5(uEn

2Emu/J)3. It is worth noting, however, that the applicability
of this model to glassy host media is restricted to a very
narrow frequency interval of the order of several wave num-
bers~see, for instance, Refs. 39 and 40!. Therefore, we rather
consider a simple linear approximation for this factor,S(En

2Em)5uEn2Emu/J, which is similar to the dependence
used in Refs. 18 and 30. This scaling properly accounts for a
decrease of the exciton–phonon interaction in the long-wave
acoustic limit41,42 and prevents the divergence ofWnm at
small values ofuEn2Emu. We checked that the results re-
ported in this article are not essentially affected by assuming
a higher power in the dependence ofWnm on the energy
mismatch.

In disordered systems, the overlap integral(n51
N wnn

2 wmn
2

appearing in the expression forWnm plays a much stronger
role in the optical dynamics than the details of the depen-
dence ofS on the energy mismatch. The fact thatWnm is
proportional to this overlap integral allows one to distinguish
between two types of exciton transitions occurring in the
vicinity of the bottom of the exciton band~the region of main
interest at low temperatures!, namely intrasegment and inter-
segment transitions. These two types of transitions involve,
respectively, states localized on the same localization seg-
ment of the chain and states localized on different segments.
As has been established in Ref. 36, for both processes the
overlap integrals scale inversely proportional to the typical
segment sizeN* , while numerically the intrasegment over-
lap integral is approximately 50 times as large as the inter-
segment one~independent of the disorder strengths!. Fur-
thermore, the overlap integrals between the local states of a
segment and one of the higher states that is extended over the
same segment as well as the adjacent ones~such as the states
l, m, n, ando in Fig. 2!, are of the same order as the intra-
segment overlap integral. This implies a specific scenario for
the exciton intraband relaxation at low temperatures. Let us
assume that the exciton, initially created in the blue tail of
the absorption band~a condition which is usually met in
experiments!, quickly relaxes to one of the exciton states of a
local manifold. Denote the two local states involved by the
quantum labels 1~ground state! and 2 ~excited state!. Be-
cause of the difference in intra- and intersegment overlap
integrals discussed above, the exciton first relaxes within the
local manifold, provided that the intrasegment transition rate
is larger than the radiative ratesgm ~m51, 2!. Only after this
first step of relaxation, the exciton can hop to the states of
other ~adjacent! local manifolds, again, provided the inter-
segment hopping rate is larger thangm . Note, that ifgm is
larger than any transition rateWnm , the exciton emits a pho-
ton before any relaxation step~intra- or intersegment! occurs.
On this basis, one may distinguish between a fast and a slow
limit of intrasegment relaxation. To this end, we compare the
typical value of the intrasegment transition rateW12 at zero

temperature, with the radiative rateg1 of the local ground
state. If W12.g1 , we are in the fast-relaxation limit. This
inequality guarantees that at zero temperature, the exciton
fluorescence decay is governed by the radiative process with
a rate of the order ofg1 . By contrast, ifW12,g1 , the intra-
segment relaxation rateW12 dictates the exciton fluorescence
decay. This is very similar to the distinction of fast and slow
relaxation which we have previously made in the case of
fully delocalized excitons in homogeneous molecular
aggregates.19 The reader may find an elaborate discussion on
the principle difference between these two limits in Ref. 19.

For the remainder of this article, it is useful to find the
value ofW0 that distinguishes between the limits of fast and
slow intrasegment relaxation; we will denote this value by
W0

intra. Thus, the inequalitiesW0@W0
intra andW0!W0

intra de-
termine the fast and slow regimes of intrasegment relaxation,
respectively. We first estimateW12 by replacing(nwnn

2 wmn
2

by 1/N* , giving W125W0(E22E1)/JN* . Then we equate
W12 to the superradiant decay rateg1 , which is typically
g0N* , and obtain

W0
intra5

g0JN* 2

E22E1
. ~7!

If we restrict for a moment to nearest-neighbor interactions,
we may even go one step further by realizing that, as a con-
sequence of wave vector quantization and level repulsion
within localization segments, the typical energy difference
E22E1 then scales likeE22E1'3p2J/N* 2,17,35,43 which
leads to

W0
intra5~3p2!21g0N* 4. ~8!

From this expression, it is clear thatW0
intra steeply decreases

with decreasing segment size, i.e., with increasing degree of
disorder. This steep scaling is not essentially affected by tak-
ing into account long-range dipole–dipole interactions. Thus,
if the degree of disorder increases and the excitons become
more localized, there is a strong tendency of the system to
move into the fast-relaxation limit, where the radiative decay
governs the fluorescence kinetics.

Following intraband relaxation, the next relaxation step
involves transitions between states of different segments~ex-
citon migration!. Similarly to the above, one may distinguish
the limits of fast and slow intersegment relaxation, defined as
W181.g1 andW181,g1 , respectively. Here, the states 1 and
18 denote the ground states localized on adjacent segments
and it is assumed thatE1.E18 . If the transfer process is
slow, the exciton spontaneously decays before it makes a hop
to an adjacent localization segment withE18,E1 . As a re-
sult, the fluorescence spectrum is expected to coincide with
the absorption band, because the latter is mainly determined
by the total collection of local ground states~the segment
states with appreciable oscillator strength!, i.e., in the ab-
sorption spectrum each local ground state contributes, inde-
pendent of the value of its energy. However, if the interseg-
ment transfer process is fast, the exciton can make downhill
hops before the fluorescence is emitted. Therefore, lower-
energy local ground states will give a larger contribution to
the fluorescence spectrum than higher-energy ones; this gives
rise to a visible redshift~Stokes shift! of the fluorescence
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spectrum with respect to the absorption band~see Sec. IV B!.
Using the above noted factor of 50 difference between the
intra- and intersegment overlap integrals,36 the value ofW0

that distinguishes between the limits of fast and slow inter-
segment relaxation, denoted byW0

inter, is given by W0
inter

550W0
intra. With reference to Eq.~8!, we note that, keeping

W0 constant, a Stokes shift is expected to become more no-
ticeable for smaller segments, i.e., for growing disorder
strength.

IV. STEADY-STATE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM

In this section, we deal with the exciton dynamics and
the corresponding fluorescence spectrum under steady-state
conditions, which are maintained by optically pumping the
system. The steady-state fluorescence spectrum is defined as

I ~E!5
1

N K (
n

d~E2En!gnPn
stL , ~9!

wherePn
st is the solution of the steady-state master equation

05Rn2gnPn
st1 (

m51

N

~WnmPm
st2WmnPn

st!, ~10!

where Rn denotes the constant rate of optically creating
population in thenth exciton state by a cw pump pulse.

We performed numerical simulations of exciton fluores-
cence spectra, by solving the master equation Eq.~10! for
randomly generated realizations of the disorder. For each re-
alization, we diagonalize the HamiltonianHnm in order to
calculate the radiative constantsgn and the transition rates
Wnm entering the master equation. In all simulations reported
in the remainder of this article, we setJ5600 cm21 (1.8
31013s21) and g05231025 J (3.63108 s21). These pa-
rameters are quite typical for molecular aggregates of poly-
methine dyes, such as PIC.

A. Steady-state fluorescence spectra
at zero temperature

In this section, we concentrate on the zero-temperature
fluorescence spectra, which may be used to illustrate the dif-
ferent regimes of exciton relaxation. In Fig. 4 we present by
dashed and solid lines the zero-temperature steady-state fluo-

rescence spectra for various combinations of values of the
disorder strengths and the phonon-assisted exciton scatter-
ing strengthW0 . All spectra were calculated under the con-
dition of off-resonance optical pumping in a narrow energy
window of width 0.05J in the blue tail of the absorption
band. The exact position of the pump window was chosen to
be blueshifted relative to the maximum of the absorption
band~simulated at the same value of the disorder strength!
by three times the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
this band. The pump rate of each exciton staten inside the
pump window was taken proportional to its oscillator
strength:Rn5Fn . As clear from Fig. 4, for each value ofs,
the fluorescence spectrum nearly follows the absorption band
~shown by the dotted line! as long asW0 is small, while this
spectrum experiences a visible Stokes shift ifW0 is in-
creased. This agrees with our expectations formulated in Sec.
III. Also in agreement with our arguments made at the very
end of Sec. III, we observe that~for constantW0) the mag-
nitude of the Stokes shift is smaller for smaller disorder
strength.

To gain more quantitative insight into the above behav-
ior of the fluorescence spectra, let us estimate the values of
the parametersW0

intra andW0
inter that distinguish the limits of

fast and slow relaxation for intra- and intersegment transi-
tions, respectively, as introduced in Sec. III. First, we do this
for the largest disorder strength considered in the simula-
tions, s50.5J @Fig. 4~c!#. From the maximum of the spec-
trum for the oscillator strength per state plotted in Fig. 1~b!,
we find as typical segment sizeN* 515 for this disorder
strength. Similarly, the typical separation between the two
bottom states of a localization segment may be estimated
from the FWHM of the absorption band, givingE2–E1

50.4J @Fig. 1~c!#. Substituting these data into Eq.~7!, we
obtain W0

intra'0.01J and W0
inter550W0

intra'0.5J. Thus, the
smaller value ofW0 considered in the simulations~0.01J! is
equal toW0

intra, while it is much smaller thanW0
inter, i.e., no

intersegment hops will occur prior to fluorescent emission.
The latter explains why there is no Stokes shift of the fluo-
rescence spectrum. On the other hand, as the system is in the
intermediate regime with regards to the intrasegment hop-
ping (W05W0

intra), the radiative channel can compete with
the intrasegment relaxation. This explains the presence of the

FIG. 4. Zero-temperature steady-state exciton fluorescence spectra calculated for various disorder strengthss and exciton scattering ratesW0 . Spectra were
obtained by numerical solution of the steady-state master equation Eq.~10! under the condition of off-resonance blue-tail optical pumping:~a! s50.1J, with
W05J ~dashed!, W05100J ~dashed–dotted!, and W05105J ~solid!; ~b! s50.3J, with W050.1J ~dashed! and W05100J ~solid!; ~c! s50.5J, with W0

50.01J ~dashed! andW05100J ~solid!. The dotted line in each panel represents the absorption band, while the solid vertical line shows the location of the
maximum of the spectrum for the oscillator strength per state. The other parameters used in the simulations wereN5500, J5600 cm21, and g052
31025 J. The average was performed over 5000 realizations of the disorder, using energy bins of 0.005J to collect the fluorescence spectrum.
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small and narrow fluorescence peak coinciding with the
pumping interval in the blue tail of the absorption spectrum.
By contrast, the higher value ofW05100J exceedsW0

inter

50.5J by more than two orders of magnitude. This results in
a visible Stokes shift of the fluorescence spectrum as well as
a strong reduction of the fluorescence in the excitation win-
dow.

Analogous estimates performed fors50.1J @Fig. 4~a!#
bring us to the following results:W0

intra'J and W0
inter

550W0
intra'50J. Here we usedN* 557 and E22E1

50.04J, taken as previously from Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, re-
spectively. For the smaller value ofW05J, the excitons are
again within the intermediate regime with regards to the in-
trasegment relaxation. As a consequence, the fluorescence
spectrum shows the same peculiarities as in the case of
s50.5J at W050.01J. However, as the higher value ofW0

5100J is only twice as large as compared toW0
inter'50J, the

Stokes shift here is smaller than in the case of the higher
disorder magnitude. A large Stokes shift may be forced by
takingW05105J, as is also illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. It should
be noted, however, that this large value forW0 lies outside
the range of validity of our theory. The reason is that such a
large scattering rate leads toW12@E22E1 (W12'0.8J for
the current example!, which implies that the second-order
treatment of the exciton–phonon interaction is a poor ap-
proximation. More importantly, under such conditions the
segment picture breaks down, because the exciton coherence
size is dominated by the scattering on phonons instead of
static disorder. A proper description then requires using a
density matrix approach.44,45

B. Temperature dependence of the Stokes shift

We now turn to the temperature dependence of the
steady-state fluorescence spectrum. In particular, we are in-
terested in the temperature dependence of its Stokes shift
with respect to the absorption band. We have calculated this
shift as the difference in peak positions between the absorp-
tion and fluorescence bands. As the simulated fluorescence
spectrum contains appreciable stochastic noise~it is not pos-
sible to apply the same smoothening as may be used when
simulating the absorption spectrum33!, its peak position was
determined by fitting the upper half of the peak to a Gaussian
line shape. Figure 5 shows the obtained results, for three
different values ofW0 at a fixed disorder strength,s50.3J.
The characteristic peculiarity of all curves is that they are
nonmonotonic: the Stokes shift first increases upon heating
and then goes down again. The extent of the temperature
interval over which the Stokes shift increases is small com-
pared to the absorption band width, which is 170 K for the
current degree of disorder. A Stokes shift that increases with
temperature is counterintuitive, because, at first glance, it
seems that the temperature should force the excitons to go up
in energy, giving rise to a monotonic decrease of the Stokes
shift. This expected behavior is indeed observed in inhomo-
geneously broadened systems doped with point centers like,
for instance, glasses doped with rare-earth ions.46 The expla-
nation for the peculiar behavior of the Stokes shift in the
Frenkel exciton chain is similar to that for the nonmonotonic

behavior found for disordered quantum wells,24 and resides
in a thermally activated escape from local potential minima.
However, for the case of the disordered linear chain, the
detailed knowledge of the low-energy spectral structure pro-
vides additional means to unravel the characteristics of this
behavior.

Let us first recall the zero-temperature scenario of the
exciton relaxation. Excitons created initially at the blue tail,
rapidly relax to the local states of the DOS tail, which are
visible in fluorescence. After that, the excitons may relax
further, whithin the manifold of the local ground states. At
zero temperature, however, this possibility is very restricted.
The reason is that an exciton that relaxed into one of the
local ground states may move to another similar state of an
adjacent localization segment only when the latter has an
energy lower than the former andW0 exceedsW0

inter ~Sec.
III !. The typical energy difference between the local ground
states is of the order of the absorption band width. Therefore,
after one jump the exciton typically resides in the red tail of
this band. The number of states with still lower energy then
strongly reduces, giving rise to an increased expectation
value for the distance to such lower energy states. In fact,
after one jump the exciton has a strongly suppressed chance
to jump further during its lifetime; it will generally emit a
photon without further jumps~migration!. Thus, the states
deep in the tail of the DOS can typically not be reached by
the excitons, simply because they occur at a low density.
This qualitatively explains why the Stokes shift of the fluo-
rescence spectrum does not exceed the absorption band
width, even forW0 large compared toW0

inter ~see Fig. 4!.

FIG. 5. Semilog plots of the temperature dependence of the Stokes shift of
the fluorescence spectrum at the disorder strengths50.3J, for different
exciton scattering rates:W05J ~solid!, W0510J ~dashed!, andW05100J
~dotted!. The data were obtained by numerical solution of the master equa-
tion Eq. ~10! under the condition of off-resonance blue-tail excitation. The
dots mark the numerical data, while the lines connecting the dots are guides
to the eye. The other parameters used in the simulations wereN5500, J
5600 cm21, and g05231025 J. The average was performed over 5000
realizations of the disorder.
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Upon a small increase of the temperature from zero, how-
ever, it becomes easier to reach those lower-lying states, be-
cause the spatial migration to other segments may take place
by thermally activated transitions involving exciton states
that are extended over several localization segments as inter-
mediate states.47 It is this indirect hopping that is responsible
for the increase of the Stokes shift at temperatures small
compared to the absorption band width. Further heating will
thermalize the excitons and lead to real populations of
higher-energy states; the Stokes shift will then decrease
again.

To be more specific, we present estimates. We first note
that the overlap integral of the squared wave functions in Eq.
~7! for a local ground state 1 and a higher state 3 that extends
over more than one segment, but still overlaps with the
ground state 1, has the same order of magnitude as for the
states 1 and 2 of a local manifold, i.e., 1/N* then, the tran-
sition rate up from the ground state to the more extended
state, W31, can be estimated asW31'@W0(E3

2E1)/JN* #exp@2(E32E1)/T#. In order for the exciton mi-
gration via the higher state to be activated,W31 should be
larger thang15g0N* , the spontaneous emission rate of state
1. Equating these two rates gives us a temperatureT0 at
which the Stokes shift is increased over its zero-temperature
value:

T05~E32E1!/ lnFW0~E32E1!

g0N* 2J
G . ~11!

Taking as an estimate forE32E1 the FWHM of the absorp-
tion band, 0.2J at s50.3J, we obtainT0557, 32, and 22 K
for W05J, 10J, and 100J, respectively. These numbers are
in good agreement with the positions of the maxima of the
curves in Fig. 5.

To the best of our knowledge, the only one-dimensional
exciton system for which the temperature dependence of the
Stokes shift has been measured, is the molecular aggregate
that is formed by the cyanine dye THIATS.15 For this aggre-
gate, a nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the Stokes
shift was reported at low temperatures, very similar to our
numerical results. Thus, the model we are dealing with pro-
vides an explanation of the behavior reported in Ref. 15. A
detailed fit to these experimental data, also including the ab-
sorption spectrum and the fluorescence lifetime of this aggre-
gate, will be presented in another article.48

V. FLUORESCENCE DECAY TIME

We proceed to study the decay time of the total time-
dependent fluorescence intensity following pulsed excitation
at t50. This intensity reads

I ~ t !5K (
n

gnPn~ t !L , ~12!

where thePn(t) are obtained from the Pauli master equation
Eq. ~6! with the appropriate initial conditions. The proper
definition of the decay time requires attention, as the time
dependence ofI (t) is not monoexponential. We already en-
countered this problem for homogeneous aggregates,19 but
for the disordered systems under consideration, the problem

is even more obvious. The multiexponential behavior is a
consequence of the large fluctuations in the spontaneous de-
cay rates of different exciton states, as is clearly demon-
strated by the distribution of exciton oscillator strengths plot-
ted in Fig. 3. Similarly, large fluctuations occur in the
transition ratesWnm . The simplest solution is to define the
decay time,te , as the time it takes the fluorescence intensity
I (t) to decay to 1/e of its peak valueI (tpeak):

I ~ tpeak1te!5
1

e
I ~ tpeak!. ~13!

Throughout this article, we will use this definition of the
decay time. It should be noted that in the case of initial
excitation in the blue tail of the absorption band,tpeakÞ0,
due to the fact that a finite time elapses before the exciton
population reaches the lower-lying emitting states. An alter-
native choice for the decay time is the expectation value of
the photon emission time,t5*0

`^(nPn(t)&dt. For monoex-
ponential decay, both definitions give the same result, but in
general this does not hold. In particular, for nonexponential
fluorescence kinetics, the latter definition,t, only gives a
meaningful measure of the fluorescence time scale in the
limit of the fast intrasegment relaxation~for more details see
Ref. 19!.

A. Broadband resonance excitation

We first consider the case of broadband resonance exci-
tation, which is similar to what takes place in echo
experiments.49 Under this condition, all states are excited
with a probability that is proportional to their respective os-
cillator strengths,Pn(t50)5Fn , meaning that the spectral
profile of the initially excited states coincides with the ab-
sorption band. Thus, the initial exciton population mostly
resides in the superradiant states.

In Figs. 6~a!–6~c!, we depicted the temperature depen-
dence of the fluorescence decay timete for three different
disorder strengths,s50.1J, 0.3J, and 0.5J, respectively; for
eachs value two different strengths of the exciton scattering
strengthW0 were considered. The solid line in each panel
presents results for the intermediate regime with regards to
the intrasegment relaxation, i.e., whenW21;g1 , while the
dashed line shows results in the limit of fast relaxation,
W21@g1 . For all three disorder strengths, the higher value of
W0 considered, is below the thresholdW0

inter for fast interseg-
ment relaxation, in other words, no visible Stokes shift oc-
curs in the fluorescence spectra for any of the chosen param-
eters. Figure 6~a! shows on a semilog scale the time
dependence of the fluorescent traces underlying the reported
decay times forW0510J. These traces clearly show that in
general the intensity decay is nonexponential.

It is worthwhile to estimate the zero-temperature values
of the fluorescence decay time using the relationshipte

51/(g0N* ). For N* we take the maximum value of the
spectrum for the oscillator strength per state@Fig. 1~b!#, i.e.,
N* 557, 23, and 15 fors50.1J, 0.3J, and 0.5J, respectively.
Then, for the parameters used in our simulations,g052
31025 J and J5600 cm21, the corresponding values ofte

are 49, 121, and 185 ps, respectively. These estimated times
are larger than the calculated ones in Fig. 6. The reason for
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this deviation is the resonance excitation condition, com-
bined with the large fluctuations in the oscillator strength per
state~Fig. 3!. The states with a higher than typical oscillator
strength are excited to a larger extent than those with typical
~and smaller! oscillator strengths. Obtaining a relatively large
part of the initial population, they mainly determine the ini-
tial stage of the fluorescence kinetics. This gives rise to a
faster decay rate than the typical one.

Apart from some low-temperature peculiarities ofte for
higher degree of disorder, all curves in Fig. 6 tend to go
down upon increasing the temperature. This has the follow-
ing explanation. The uphill transition processes, which are
characterized by the rateW21}exp@2(E22E1)/T#, come into
play when the temperature is increased. At some disorder
dependent temperature,W21 becomes larger thang1 , and the
exciton population from the initially populated superradiant
states is transferred to higher~dark, initially not excited!
states. This nonradiative loss of population from the super-
radiant states gives rise to a drop in the fluorescence inten-
sity, which contributes to the observed fluorescence decay.
We stress that it is the rateW21 that determines the time of
this uphill process~Ref. 19!. Thus, with increasing tempera-
ture, the drop in the fluorescence decay timete reflects in
fact the shortening of the intrasegment relaxation time and
not the exciton radiative lifetime.

To conclude this subsection, we note that the range of
variation of the fluorescence decay time with temperature
differs dramatically for different disorder strengths. In par-
ticular, for s50.1J, te decreases from its maximal value of
36 ps~at T50) to about 1 ps at 150 K, while fors50.5J this
drop consists of only 15%–20% of the zero-temperature
value of te . This simply results from the fact that the
absorption band widths for these two values of the disorder
strength are ~in temperature units! 40 and 300 K,
respectively. We recall that the rate of uphill transfer

W21}exp@2(E22E1)/T#, E22E1 being of the order of the
absorption bandwidth. Thus, fors50.1J, a temperature of 40
K is already sufficient to activate the uphill transfer of popu-
lation and to noticeably drop the fluorescence intensity. By
contrast, even the highest temperature considered in the
simulations,T5160 K, is not enough to start the uphill pro-
cess fors50.5J.

B. Off-resonance blue-tail excitation

We now turn to the case of off-resonance excitation in
the blue tail of the absorption band. This is the usual situa-
tion in fluorescence experiments.5,7,8,10–12,14We recall that in
this case between the absorption and emission events an ad-
ditional step exists: the vibration-assisted relaxation from the
initially excited states to the radiating ones. This results in
different scenarios for the exciton fluorescence kinetics, de-
pendent on the relationship between the intraband relaxation
rate and the rate of exciton spontaneous emission.19

In Fig. 7, we depict the temperature dependence of the
fluorescence decay timete obtained from numerical simula-
tions for various strengths of the disorders and the
vibration-assisted exciton scattering rateW0 . The initial con-
dition for solving Eq.~6! was takenPn(t50)5Fn in a nar-
row window in the blue tail of the absorption band, defined
in the same way as in Sec. IV A. The scattering ratesW0

were chosen to realize different limits of the intraband relax-
ation. In particular, in the case of the smallest disorder
strength,s50.1J, the scattering ratesW050.1J andW05J
describe the limits of intermediate and fast intrasegment re-
laxation, respectively~see Sec. IV A!. However, with respect
to the intersegment hopping, these values both correspond to
the slow limit. Finally, the highest value ofW05100J de-
scribes the limit of fast intersegment relaxation. Similar re-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timete calculated for various disorder strengthss and exciton scattering ratesW0 . The data were
obtained by numerical solution of the master equation Eq.~6! under the condition of broadband resonant excitation, settingPn(t50)5Fn . The dots mark the
numerical data, while the lines connecting the dots are guides to the eye:~a! s50.1J, with W05J ~solid! and W0510J ~dashed!; ~b! s50.3J, with W0

50.1J ~solid! and W05J ~dashed!; ~c! s50.5J, with W050.01J ~solid! and W05J ~dashed!. The other parameters used in the simulations wereN
5500,J5600 cm21, andg05231025 J. The average was performed over 50 realizations of the disorder. The inset in~a! shows the time dependence of the
fluorescence intensity forW0510J at four different temperatures: from top to bottom, the curves correspond toT50, 17, 34, and 84 K, respectively.
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lationships exist between theW0 values for the other degrees
of disorder.

Figure 7 shows that, in contrast to the case of the broad-
band resonance excitation, allte curves go up almost lin-
early with temperature, independent of the values fors and
W0 . Being well separated at zero temperature, they tend to
approach each other at higher temperatures. The latter effect
is more pronounced for smaller degrees of disorder. Some of
the curves show a low-temperature plateau, whose extent is
smaller than the absorption bandwidth. On the other hand,
there is also a common feature between the resonant and
off-resonant type of excitation: the range of variation ofte

with temperature is smaller for more disordered systems.
This effect has the same explanation as discussed in Sec.
V A.

Two processes are responsible for the observed increase
of te with temperature: intraband downhill relaxation after
the excitation event and thermalization of the excitons over
the band. Let us consider the first step of the population
transfer from the initially excited states to lower states, both
dark and superradiant. An important feature of this process is
that it is almost nonselective due to the linear dependence of
the transition ratesWnm on the energy mismatch. As a result,
the lower states are populated almost equally, whether super-
radiant or dark. This is in sharp contrast to the case of reso-
nance excitation where, in fact, only the superradiant states
are initially excited. The further scenario can be understood
by considering a simple two-level model. Let level 1 denote
the lowest, superradiant, state of the local manifold, having
an emission rateg1 , while level 2 is the higher-energy, dark,
local state. We assume that following the fast initial relax-
ation described above, both levels are excited equally. The
Pauli master equation Eq.~6! now reduces to

Ṗ152~g11W21!P11W12P2 , ~14a!

Ṗ252W12P21W21P1 , ~14b!

with initial conditionsP1(0)5P2(0)51/2. We seek the so-
lution of Eqs. ~14! in the limits W125W215W(T@E2

2E1) andW@g1 ~fast intrasegment relaxation!. It is easy to
find that the intensityI 52 Ṗ12 Ṗ25g1P1 is given by

I ~ t !5g1S 12
g1

4WDe2g1/2t1g1

g1

4W
e22Wt. ~15!

The second term in Eq.~15! can be neglected. From the first
one it follows that the fluorescence decay rate is given by
g1/2, which directly reflects the exciton’sradiative decay. It
is only half the superradiant rateg1 due to the fast exchange
of population between the superradiant level 1 and the dark
level 2. If the temperature is increased, one should generalize
this discussion by considering the situation wherel nonradi-
ating levels, equally populated initially, are rapidly exchang-
ing population with the superradiant level. The numberl in-
creases with temperature. The result is straightforward: one
should replace the rateg1/2 by g1 /( l 11). This qualitatively
explains the temperature behavior of the exciton fluorescence
decay time found in the simulations.

To conclude the discussion of the numerical results pre-
sented in Fig. 7, we comment on the zero-temperature value
of te . For eachs value, this noticeably depends onW0 ,
decreasing asW0 goes up. Furthermore, the calculated zero-
temperature values forte at the smallest magnitudes ofW0

considered in the simulations (W05J, 0.1J, and 0.01J for
s50.1J, 0.3J, and 0.5J, respectively!, are larger than those
estimated from the maximum of the spectrum for the oscil-
lator strength per state@Fig. 1~b!#. Recall that these estimates
are 49 ps fors50.1J, 121 ps fors50.3J, and 185 ps for
s50.5J ~see Sec. V A!.

The observed decrease of the zero-temperature value of
te with W0 , may be understood from the fact that theemit-
ting exciton sees a distribution of the oscillator strength that
differs for differentW0 values. Below, we provide a qualita-
tive picture of this. The exciton is initially excited at the blue

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timete calculated for various disorder strengthss and exciton scattering ratesW0 . The data were
obtained by numerical solution of Eq.~6! under the condition of off-resonance blue-tail excitation. The dots mark the numerical data, while the lines
connecting the dots are guides to the eye:~a! s50.1J, with W05J ~dotted!, W0510J ~dashed!, andW05100J ~solid!; ~b! s50.3J, with W050.1J ~dotted!,
W05J ~dashed!, and W0510J ~solid!; ~c! s50.5J, with W050.01J ~dotted!, W050.1J ~dashed!, and W05J ~solid!. The other parameters used in the
simulations wereN5500,J5600 cm21, andg05231025 J. The average was performed over 50 realizations of the disorder.
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tail of the absorption band, where the oscillator strengths are
small, so that downhill relaxation dominates over the emis-
sion. This allows the exciton to go down in energy until the
intraband relaxation rate becomes comparable to or smaller
than the radiative rate. Once this has happened the exciton
emits a photon. Let us analyze first what happens at the
smallest magnitudes of the exciton scattering rateW0 con-
sidered in the simulations~see above!. These values corre-
spond to the intermediate case with regards to intrasegment
relaxation, while with respect to the intersegment hopping,
they fall in the slow limit. This means that the exciton, after
it has relaxed from the blue-tail states to the superradiant
states, does not move any more. It can then only emit a
photon. The zero-temperature steady-state spectra presented
in Fig. 4 provide information about the spectral location of
the exciton emission. For the values ofW0 we are discussing,
the emission spectra coincide in general with the absorption
spectra. At the same time, the maximum of the oscillator
strength distribution is shifted to the red from the absorption
maximum~Fig. 1!. Therefore, the fluorescence decay time is
expected to be larger than that estimated via the maximum of
the oscillator strength distribution. This explains the results
of the simulations.

For the largest value ofW0 considered in the simulations
(W05100J, 10J, andJ for s50.1J, 0.3J, and 0.5J, respec-
tively!, the limit of fast intersegment relaxation applies. This
means that after the fast intrasegment relaxation to the super-
radiant states, the exciton still has a chance to relax further
due to intersegment hops~migration!. As a result, the emis-
sion spectra are shifted towards the maxima of the spectra of
the oscillator strength per state~see Fig. 4!, which explains
the shortening of the decay time observed in the numerical
simulations with increasing value ofW0 .

C. Dependence on the detection energy

To end our analysis of the fluorescence decay time, we
address its dependence on the detection energy. This has at-
tracted considerable attention in the literature on aggregates
and polymers~see, for instance, Refs. 15 and 23!. To study
this dependence, we have simulated the detection dependent
fluorescence intensity, defined through

I ~Ed ;t !5K (
n

gnPn~ t !D~Ed2En!L , ~16!

where Ed denotes the central detection energy andD(Ed

2En) is the detection window, which is unity foruEd2Enu
,0.0025J and zero otherwise. Simulations were carried out
for aggregates ofN5250 molecules withs50.3J and W0

5100J, other parameters as usual. We have considered blue-
tail short-pulse excitation conditions, as was done in Sec.
V B, and three detection energies: the peak of the steady-
state fluorescence spectrum@Fig. 4~b!#, and the positions of
the blue and red half maximums of this spectrum. From the
intensity traces, we have extracted the energy dependent 1/e
decay timeste(Ed). The results as a function of temperature
are shown in Fig. 8, with the upper, middle, and lower curve
corresponding to red, peak, and blue detection energy, re-
spectively.

We see that at zero temperature the decay times clearly
differ for the three detection energies. For the case of red
detection, we observe a decay time of 152 ps. Based on the
average oscillator strength per state at this red-wing energy,
we arrive at a purely radiative decay time@1/g0F(E)# of 145
ps. The agreement between these numbers indicates that at
the red side the decay time at zero temperature is determined
completely by radiative decay; intraband relaxation has no
effect at this energy. The reason is that this detection energy
lies very deep in the tail of the DOS, where the occurrence of
neighboring segments with lower energy is negligible. For
the detection at the peak position, we find a zero temperature
decay time of 100 ps, which is about 16% faster than the
purely radiative time scale of 120 ps at this energy. The
difference is due to relaxation to lower lying exciton states in
neighboring segments. Naturally, this effect is even stronger
at the blue position, where the observed decay time of 44 ps
is considerably faster than the purely radiative decay time of
168 ps. At this blue position, also an increased influence
from intrasegment relaxation exists, as at these higher ener-
gies a fraction of the states already represent an excited seg-
ment state, with one node~Fig. 3!.

We also observe from Fig. 8 that at high temperature the
decay times for the different detection energies approach
each other and in fact they then all tend to the decay time of
the total fluorescence intensity@Fig. 7~b!#. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the scattering rates are then large
enough for the exciton populations to become equilibrated

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timete(Ed)
calculated for aggregates ofN5250 molecules, withJ5600 cm21, g052
31025J, s50.3J, and W05100J. The data were obtained by numerical
solution of Eq.~6! under the condition of off-resonance blue-tail excitation.
The dots mark the numerical data, while the lines connecting the dots are
guides to the eye. The three curves correspond to different detection ener-
giesEd related to the steady-state fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 4~b!: detec-
tion at the position of the red half maximum of this spectrum~solid line!, at
the peak of this spectrum~dashed line!, and at the blue half maximum
~dotted line!. The average was performed over 10 000 realizations of the
disorder.
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on the time scale of emission. A comparable observation was
made in Ref. 19 for the decay of the populations of the
various exciton states for homogeneous aggregates. We fi-
nally observe that the temperature dependence is nonmono-
tonic in the same temperature range for which the Stokes
shift behaves nonmonotonically~Fig. 5!. Indeed, we attribute
this behavior to the same temperature activated intersegment
relaxation via higher lying exciton states. At the blue detec-
tion side ~which still lies in the red tail of the DOS!, this
effect leads to a decrease of the lifetime, as it opens extra
decay channels. On the red side, the situation is more subtle.
This energy is so deep in the red tail of the DOS, that even
the activated migration hardly opens new channels for decay.
Instead, the activated relaxation occurring at the blue side
towards lower energies will be lead to extra contributions in
the fluorescence intensity at the red side and, thus, to a
growth of the decay time at this energy. At the peak position,
we deal with the intermediate situation and we see a very
small net effect.

We notice that the general characteristics displayed in
Fig. 8 very well cover the experimental results reported by
Scheblykinet al.15

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed a numerical study of the temperature
dependence of the exciton dynamics in linear Frenkel exci-
ton systems with uncorrelated diagonal disorder. In particu-
lar, we have focused on the resulting temperature dependent
steady-state fluorescence spectrum, its Stokes shift relative to
the absorption spectrum, and the decay time of the total fluo-
rescence intensity following pulsed excitation. The compli-
cated exciton dynamics reflected in these observables is gov-
erned by the interplay between thermal redistribution of the
excitons over a set of eigenstates, which are localized by the
disorder, and their radiative emission. The redistribution of
exciton population within the manifolds of localized exciton
states was described by a Pauli master equation. The transi-
tion between two localized states was assumed to originate
from the coupling of the excitons to acoustic phonons of the
host medium, the transition rates being proportional to the
overlap integral of the corresponding wave functions
squared. The model is characterized by two free parameters,
s, which denotes the degree of disorder, andW0 , the
phonon-assisted exciton scattering rate, which sets the over-
all scale for transition rates between exciton states.

The fact that our model only accounts for scattering on
acoustic phonons, in principle limits us to temperatures of
the order of 100 K and less. This covers the temperature
range of many experiments performed on linear dye aggre-
gates. Besides, as is clear from our simulations, if the exciton
scattering rate is large enough, equilibration within the exci-
ton space~on the time scale for radiative dynamics! already
occurs at temperatures below 100 K. Above the equilibration
temperature, the precise nature of the scattering mechanism
becomes unimportant. In practice, the fact that in our Pauli
master equation for the exciton populations, homogeneous
broadening ~dephasing! cannot be considered, probably
yields a stronger limitation to the accuracy at elevated tem-
peratures than the restriction to acoustic phonons. Incorpo-

rating dephasing, i.e., accounting for the possible breakdown
of coherence within delocalization segments, requires con-
sidering the exciton density operator~also see end of Sec.
IV A !.

From our simulations we found that the Stokes shift of
the fluorescence spectrum shows an anomalous~nonmono-
tonic! temperature dependence: it first increases upon in-
creasing the temperature from zero, before, at a certain tem-
perature, it starts to show the usual monotonic decrease. This
behavior was found previously for disordered quantum wells
and physically derives from thermal escape from local po-
tential minima.24 We have shown that for disordered chains,
the details of this behavior and the temperature range over
which the anomaly takes place can be understood from the
specific features of the exciton energy spectrum in the vicin-
ity of the lower band edge: it is formed of manifolds of states
localized on well separated segments of the chain and higher
states that are extended over several segments. The migration
of excitons between different segments augmented via inter-
mediate jumps to higher states, is responsible for the non-
monotonic behavior found in our simulations. Interestingly,
such a nonmonotonic behavior of the Stokes shift has re-
cently been observed for the linear aggregates of the cyanine
dye THIATS in a glassy host.15

We also found that the temperature dependence of the
decay time of the total fluorescence intensity is very sensitive
to the initial excitation conditions. For broadband resonant
excitation, the fluorescence decay time decreases upon in-
creasing the temperature. The reason is that the initially cre-
ated population of superradiant states is transferred to higher
~dark! states. It is the time of this transfer that determines the
fluorescence decay time. As this transfer time decreases with
growing temperature, a decreasing fluorescence lifetime is
found. Because fluorescence experiments are hard to perform
under resonant excitation, it will be difficult to observe this
effect of intraband redistribution in fluorescence. It would be
of interest, however, to study its effect on resonantly excited
photon echo experiments.49

In the case of off-resonance blue-tail excitation~the con-
dition that is usually met in fluorescence decay experiments!,
the fluorescence decay time goes up with growing tempera-
ture, showing a nearly linear growth after a low-temperature
plateau. The extent of the plateau depends on both the ab-
sorption bandwidth and on the ratio of the rates for exciton
hopping and radiative emission. This behavior, a decay time
that grows with temperature, with a possible plateau at low
temperatures, agrees with fluorescence experiments per-
formed on theJ bands of linear molecular aggregates. It is of
particular interest to note that a nearly linear dependence has
been observed for aggregates of BIC12 and THIATS.14 Based
on the density of states of homogeneous exciton systems, it
has been suggested that such a linear dependence could only
occur for two-dimensional systems.12 It follows from our
results that in the presence of disorder, a ubiquitous ingredi-
ent for molecular aggregates, one-dimensional exciton sys-
tems may exhibit such a linear temperature dependence as
well. In Ref. 48, we showed that using the model analyzed in
this article, it is possible to obtain good quantitative fits to
the absorption spectrum, the temperature dependent Stokes
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shift, as well as the temperature dependent fluorescence life-
time measured for aggregates of the dye THIATS.14,15
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